ECONOMICS FUNCTION SHEET

> ECONOMIC DATA
ECST <GO> – World Economic Statistics
ECOW <GO> – Key Indicators Snapshot
ECMX <GO> – World Economic Matrix
ECOF <GO> – Economic Data Finder
GEW <GO> – Global Economy Watch
STAT <GO> – Global Statistic Watch

> CALENDARS
ECO <GO> – Economic Releases/Events
WECO <GO> – Calendar Country Browser
ECOS <GO> – Release Estimates/Rankings
ECOC <GO> – Economic Releases Schedule

> ECONOMIC NEWS/COMMENTARY
N ECO <GO> – Top Economic News
NI ECO <GO> – Economic News
BRIEF <GO> – Economic Newsletter
BBSE <GO> – World Economic News

> DATA MANIPULATION & ANALYSIS
ECWB <GO> – Economic Workbench

> FORECASTS/SURVEYS
ECFC <GO> – LT Economic Forecasts
FXFC <GO> – FX Forecasts
BYFC <GO> – Bond Yield Forecasts

> FINANCIAL CONDITIONS/RESEARCH
FCON <GO> – Financial Conditions Monitor
FCW <GO> – Financial Conditions Periodical

> ANALYTICS
ECSU <GO> – Economic Surprise Monitor
WIRP <GO> – World Rates Implied Probability
TAYL <GO> – U.S. Taylor Rule Model
COMF <GO> – U.S. Weekly Consumer Comfort
WCRS <GO> – World Currency Ranker

> MONITORS/FINANCIAL MARKETS
CRIS <GO> – Crisis Monitor
IFMO <GO> – Inflation Monitor

> CENTRAL BANKS
CENB <GO> – Central Bank Menu
FED <GO> – Federal Reserve Bank
ECB <GO> – European Central Bank
BOE <GO> – Bank of England
BOJ <GO> – Bank of Japan
BOC <GO> – Bank of Canada
SNB <GO> – Swiss National Bank
RBA <GO> – Reserve Bank of Australia
RBNZ <GO> – Reserve Bank of New Zealand
PBOC <GO> – People’s Bank of China
BCB <GO> – Central Bank of Brazil
BDEM <GO> – Central Bank of Mexico
BDRC <GO> – Central Bank of Colombia
BOI <GO> – Central Bank of Israel
BCCE <GO> – Banco Central de Chile